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The notion of attention is a helpful way of approaching the
process through which we construct the world we experi-
ence.There is a world of real events and flesh and blood peo-
ple, of course, but what we make of them is greatly affected
by the quality and flexibility of our attention.While it is usu-
ally outside our conscious control, we can learn to deliber-
ately shift our focus of attention, when we choose to.

Attention can also be understood as an inner spotlight
that illuminates the many different aspects of our experience.
It’s through attention that we are aware of what our non-ver-
bal mind of touch, feeling, emotion and imagination is expe-
riencing. Attention constantly shifts between these different
element of our minds, bringing first one, then the other into
the light. One moment we may be thinking how to find a
new job. Then, as the cool evening air comes in through the
open door, our attention shifts to feeling cold. After we’ve
closed the door and sat down again, we find ourselves imag-
ining what we are going to have for dinner.Although we may
think we are giving or paying attention, usually we have lit-
tle or no direct control over where our attention is focused.
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Beliefs

Memories

Sight.

Feelings 

Distress memories 

Hearing

Smell/taste 
Ideas

Dreams

Daydreams

The ingredients of attention
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Shifting attention
The eyes play a significant part in where we direct our atten-
tion, not least because they are, in effect, a part of the brain
extending through the skull. When our eyes are open and
active, our inner universe generally takes a back seat and our
attention tends to focus outward. If you close your eyes, and
keep them closed, your attention will tend to turn inward.
Open them again, and it will turn outward.

If you find yourself feeling very upset or sunk into a
mood, you can choose to help yourself out of it by shifting
your attention out.Try opening your eyes and, keeping them
open, stand up, walk to the window, and look out. Then, as
your attention comes out, count the books on your shelves
or walk around your home and touch 20 red objects. This
quietens feeling and imaginal activity through taking the
attention spotlight outside the body onto the external
world, while engaging those elements of mind that recog-
nize objects and focus on tasks.

If you are someone whose attention is most frequently
out, then you may find that the inner universe of imagination
and emotional responses often tend to be inaccessible. Try
closing your eyes, go inside, and notice what your body is say-
ing.You may find that it is sad, afraid, or perhaps excited.You
don’t have to agree, but you’d be wise to take what your body
says into account. Bodies have been known to rebel against
absentee landlords.

The next screen has a summary of attention in and out and
the See also menu (right) has some pointers to practical exercis-
es that focus on attention.The going into your mind screens will
give you a taste of the exploration of inner space.
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Attention in
As the paragraph above suggests, attention is an inner process,

becoming familiar with how it shifts and skilled in taking more

charge of it, is a key element of personal development.Shifting our

attention in means closing the shutters to exclude the information

coming in from the outer world. This is usually helped by closing

the eyes, letting the signals arising from within the body come into

awareness—including breathing, digestion, muscular aches and

heartbeat,memories,plus those layers of the mind concerned with

emotion and feeling and imagination and intuition. The

going into your mind screens that follow will give you a taste of

this exploration of inner space.
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Attention out?
Outer attention, the sights, sounds, smells, texture and pace of

the external world, is what we normally think of as attention.

But although this focus of attention may be strongly outside

us, it is still an internal process. Each of the senses appears to

have its own agenda of limits, priorities and expectations—too

hot, too bright, or too quiet, or too fast. As the spotlight of our

shifting attention engages with this pre-digested information,

and as we direct the spotlight—listen—taste—it becomes

available to the elements of the mind that can integrate such

perceptions and form an opinion, make a choice, and act on it

in the world. An outer focus but an inner process.
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The here and now
There can be few minds that don’t some of the time rever-
berate with anxiety-about-what-might-happen-that-we-
don’t-want-to-happen, or frustration about what-did-hap-
pen-that-we-didn’t-want-to-happen. These and their innu-
merable variations, perpetually appear to take our attention
away into other times and places. And yet attention, whether
it is in or out, is always happening now. Present time is all
there is (though remember that this is a notion, a proposi-
tion). Every thought, memory, and image, every vision of the
future, is a present-time event in the mind.

Living fully in the present is a continuing task because of
our accumulated experiences, which unavoidably shape pref-
erences and expectations, wishes and dreams, and that may
include some distress from our personal history. These, along
with the ‘noise’ contributed by stress and fatigue, tend to pull
us away into the past or the future. Learning to persistently
move our attention back into the present from its excursions
into memories of the past, or inklings of possible futures, pro-
vides a reliable way of enhancing our intelligence.
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Managing arousal
Your level of arousal is a measure of how activated your body
is—and how alert you are as a result. You can significantly
influence the quality of your attention by learning to take
more charge of your level of arousal.

Meditation and deep relaxation, for example, which
induce very low levels of arousal, close to sleep, shift the bal-
ance of attention in.And this can greatly increase the chances
of intuitive leaps when faced with seemingly intractable
problems. In the other direction, giving presentations, having
a row, being interviewed, will all raise your arousal level and
may improve your attention. Choosing to take aerobic, or
other vigorous exercise, and setting deadlines, offer ways of
raising your arousal in a more manageable way.

To maintain the level of attention needed to work effec-
tively, many of us find ourselves having yet another cup of
coffee, or tea. But if you over-use such stimulants to try to
sustain very high levels of arousal, before long attention
begins to disintegrate, it becomes increasingly difficult to
focus, and the deranging effects of fatigue drive your atten-
tion inward. Since this means getting more in touch with the
body’s messages—with headaches, hunger or tired muscles—
it usually seems uncomfortable. But if you are tired, you
need to know it. Ignoring it for too long can, and very often
does, lead to psychosomatic ailments, and ‘burnout’.

KNOWHOW> THE MIND IN ACTION> AROUSAL
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Inner space - is it dangerous?
If you accept that there is an intrinsically inner dimension to
all of our outer experience—how do you feel about it? How
do you feel about exploring it? Apprehensive? Curious? If it
seems a very unfamiliar notion, then a gentle and not overly
fast-paced exploration of the kind that The Mind Gymnasium
provides should help you get to know your inner territory. If
your are aware that your attention tends get stuck ‘in’, or to
put it another way, you often find it hard to get your attention
out on to your daily tasks, then working with a counsellor or
therapist may be advisable.

If you are sceptical of all this talk about inner space, or
you have come to believe that the outer world is all there is,
it is worth bearing in mind that, while you can deny or disre-
gard the inner universe of your mind, the hidden inner con-
tents of it are likely to continue to exert a powerful influence
on your behaviour.

If you are inclined towards deep exploration of your inner
space, do keep in mind that this requires an ability to keep a
balance between inner and outer attention, so that, no matter
how deep you go, a bit of you, maybe only a tiny thread of
your intelligence, is in touch with what you are doing. But
even if attention is not balanced, my general experience is
that as the body settles down after our inner journeys, we can
rely on returning to the stable state we are normally in.
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Caution
‘Recreational’, or ‘designer’ drugs, or

other psycho-active substances, or the
unskilled application of extreme physical
manipulation that involves the use of force,
including deep massage, sensory depriva-
tion, and hyperventilation, can swamp your
capacity to make sense of what occurs.
Being systematically deprived of a balance
between inner and outer attention, may
compromise your ability to return to your
previous stable state 

See also �
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Direct your eye right inward,
and you'll find 
A thousand regions in your
mind 
Yet undiscovered.
Travel them and be 
Expert in home-cosmography.

HENRY DAVID THOREAU

The whole of both our minds is present here at this very
moment—me writing and devising screens—and you sitting
reading and clicking and moving from screen to screen. So in
principle we can use this to bring to life the notions about the
mind introduced in Mindscapes and Attention.

For Schore we are attached, we are in a relationship,
there is rapport between us. For Gazzaniga we are two inter-
preters communicating with each other. For Heron we are
two psyches in communion. For Damasio this is a meeting
of two consciousnesses.

So let’s use this temporary connection to go into our
minds to try to listen to our bodymind music and see what
we can find out about their processes and contents.
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Lets take a couple of minutes to go into our minds...

we’ll start by with our skin, muscles, and skeleton

Notice the weight of your body on the chair... and
feel your feet on the floor... notice your fingers on the
mouse or finger pad...

When you have this in mind, move on

more

Play the text of
this and the
next six screens
as a sound track.

Stop sound
Play sound �
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Listen to the sounds in the room, the fan in your PC if
you have one, the distant sounds outside the window...

If you are in a very quiet room, listen to the rustling of
your clothes when you move in the chair.

We are both breathing... notice how slowly or quickly...
can you hear the breath as it comes in and out?

When you have this in mind, move on
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Now notice what and how you are seeing...
words... yes, a pink background...
a whitish screen...
widen your vision... notice the monitor 
and the wall behind it...
and wider still... if you are wearing spectacles  notice

the frame at the edge of your vision...
let in the items at the very edge of your vision.

when you have this in mind, move on
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Now notice... how are your feeling?
what is happening emotionally? 
Are you hungry or tired?
What might be emotionally just off-stage?
What pleasures, delights, or irritations might be

around when you turn this programme off and do
something else?

Don’t hurry... accessing feelings takes time.

when you have this in mind, move on ‘At this moment in the middle of the day with the
sun shining and following a good night’s sleep I’m
feeling rested and well.

What else am I feeling? Anxious about our elderly
dog who can no longer climb the many stairs to our
apartment and about a dispute that is brewing with
one of our neighbours...’
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Let’s see if we can activate some of the areas of your brain that
hold recent history—your memory...

Try to recall something in the last few days that really
pleased you. Try to bring to mind the sounds and
smells... as well as images of the event.

Again take your time.

when you have this in mind, move on

When I cast my mind back over the week what most
strongly comes to mind is the car-free day we had
here in Brussels last Sunday... the entire city open only
to cyclists and pedestrians  ... roller-blade cops...
normally congested boulevards populated only with
bikes and pedestrians... a procession of school kids on
bikes led by an anonymous princess.’ Click here for an
impression of my recall.
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Let’s see if you can catch a glimpse of the thoughts
and imaginings that are likely to be flitting about in
your mind... it may help if you close your eyes for a
moment.

Again take your time.
Notice what’s going on in this inner world of the

mind.

when you have enough of this, move on My thoughts... the possibility of lunch quite soon
and some of the soup I made yesterday... wondering if
there will still be time to get a newspaper... reckoning
that it is about time I trimmed my beard a little...
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Lastly let’s see what we might be missing

We are unlikely to have any awareness of 
the following...

...our bodies are maintaining a temperature to within
a fraction of 98.4 deg. F (37 deg. C), like everyone else
on this planet. It is out of consciousness unless we
measure it...

...then there’s digestion, if we’ve eaten in the last few
hours, we may be digesting but usually we won’t notice
it... until our bowels or bladder demand attention...

...blood is circulating from a beating heart, again
unless you measure it, or you have been exercising you
probably won’t notice it...

When you are ready, move on



Listening to the bodymind’s music
These explorations on the previous screens, going briefly into
our minds, are playful and may seem innocuous.And yet they
point to how a gymnastic approach to development can
greatly increase the chances that we will be more in touch
with ourselves, what we are thinking and feeling, and through
improving our attention, also more accurately in touch with
what is coming toward us from the rest of the world.

This is because all such development promotes a deeper
appreciation and realization of the mind as a process. Seeing
the mind, as Damasio suggests, not as a thing but more like
an orchestra playing, seems to me very relevant. Because
orchestras usually have scores and conductors, I prefer the
slightly different notion of the mind resembling a jazz ensem-
ble that improvises around familiar tunes. Musical mind gets
us out of our old paradigm, cause and effect, mechanistic
ideas about mind as a command control capsule for the body,
and more into a notion of how our minds are constituted that
emphasizes collaboration, streaming, flow and unfolding.

This perspective also gives appropriate value to the intrin-
sically subjective, emotional, and imaginal basis of how we
live and relate. It illuminates the extent to which we co-cre-
ate reality with those around us, and in which the slippery
evanescence of our capacity to imagine makes life both infi-
nitely complicated and endlessly fascinating.
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The Unconscious
‘The Unconscious’ is a notion that still functions in the
Freudian tradition of mindcare as a container for the
extremes of human wildness: aggression, jealousy, spite, hate,
and compulsiveness.

A less mystifying refinement of the idea would take
account of current neurology and cognitive science, acknowl-
edging that we are unconscious of almost all our bodymind
processes: breathing, digestion, heart rate, skin resistance,
sleep, body temperature.

Secondly, we are generally likely to to be unconscious of
our bodymind memories of distressed, distorted, and
omitted learning. These may partially or occasionally
intrude into our awareness if re-stimulated, but otherwise
tend to sink out of consciousness, into the background noise
of the rest of the bodymind.

Thirdly, this ‘out of sight, out of mind’ bodymind activa-
tion usually comes into attention only through the filter of
intellect, and that is busy and pre-occupied (attention out)
we will be little aware of it. But when we sleep, intellect is
closed down, leaving us open to an inner universe in which
the continuing emotional and imaginal life of the bodymind
generates a flurry of dreaming.

Lastly, so far as we learn, however haphazardly, to pay
attention to the imaginal and affective domains of the psyche,
helped perhaps by increased emotional competence, some
elements of intuition and imagination, and at least the coarse
grain of feelings, will be accessible to waking consciousness.
The Exercises section contains a number of pointers to how
these unconscious aspects of the mind can be accessed.
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The collective unconscious
Almost identical images and myths have arisen in the minds of
human beings down the centuries and across the world in
widely separated cultures.The archetypal symbols that appear
again and again echo the non-verbal, automatic aspects of the
mind of which we are ‘collectively unconscious’. These
include two characteristics which we all share.The first is that
we all have genes and a genetic programme that shapes our
development from a single cell to a complex adult being. And
secondly, we all share the fundamental experiences of life in
the womb, birth from a mother, the need for nourishment,
learning to feed ourselves, to walk, talk and eventually cope
with separation from our parents and later from home. It
would be surprising if this common heritage were not reflect-
ed in art and culture.

more

See also �



Effective navigation within the psychological field
requires awareness of the links between the emotional and
feeling aspects of our experience, and skill in managing them.
This is because the brain, even while busy with thinking, rec-
ognizing, and imagining, is bathed in blood. And the blood
supply carries a high proportion of the signals and activators
of emotional ‘charge’. Since this is also true for all of us, we
tend to be well within range of each other’s thoughts, imagi-
nation, or feelings. You are absorbing what I write and I am
trying to make this clear concise and relevant for you. Our
psychological fields are interwoven.
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The psychological field
While the mind is simultaneously unique and personal,
through culture and shared experience we also participate in
collective dimensions of mind, we are a part of humanity,
we belong to each other and to our planet. Though as
human beings we are distinct and embodied, our sense of
being a person of value, depends indissoluably on the quality
of the rapport we have with our surroundings. By this I mean
what comes towards us from the life around us; what we give
out, whether knowingly or unconsciously; the places we
inhabit and our own and other people’s attitudes.This means
that mind is not as localized in the body or the head as we
might be inclined to believe but extends out from us through
our ‘presence’, and ‘reach’.

Drawing on similar ideas from the world of physics,
John Heron describes the various patterns of perception,
response, and imagination, through which we live and
move in the world and relate to others, as a psychological
field. It includes our capacity for loving, understanding,
and choosing, also the norms and values of culture, and
our personal history and genetic inheritance.

Individuals
The psychological field, while grounded within the phys-

ical body, has very indistinct boundaries. This is due to our
ability to communicate. Just as our basic perceptions reach
out as far as we can see, hear, and touch, so the psychological
field extends out to the full extent of our imagination, commu-
nication, and experience.

more



Groups
Interactions between two or more people are carried on

through the medium of their psychological fields.

In families, offices, committees, and other groups, the con-
tents of our multiple imaginations and perceptions combine
and interfere with each other to create a complex mix of
antipathy, delight, distress, collusion, creative styles, resist-
ance, joy, co-operation, pleasure, and compliance.

When we speak of a ‘heavy atmosphere’, in the office or at
home, or feeling ‘under pressure’ to perform, deliver, or feeling
‘out of it' at a party, or pleased to be ‘hanging out’ with con-
genial companions, we are recognizing the current state of our
our psychological fields.
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Effective work with other people, either one to one or in groups,
is likely to mean intense interactions between our psychological
fields. In practice this is likely to put very high demands on our
capacities for choosing, understanding, and loving.Whether we
are able to handle this well or not is in turn affected by how
emotionally competent we are.

Becoming emotionally competent means developing an ade-
quately comprehensive, and continually updated awareness of
the veins of preference, style, and imagination which run
through your own personal psychological field.This leads to an
improved appreciation of both your own and others’needs and
responsibilities.
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EMOTIONALITY
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Feelings are physical
There is often a great deal of uncertainty about emotionality.
How do we know what is the ‘right’ emotional reaction? If I
am emotional, is it a sign of weakness? Why do I tend to over-
react with certain people? How can some people be so cold,
unfeeling, and thick-skinned? 

Emotionality has three related origins: the body, its emo-
tional history, and the need to survive and adapt and flourish
in daily life. Emotionality is physical—feelings are physical—
through them the body signals the value of what is happen-
ing in and around us—threat, pleasure or pain.

More precisely, we should distinguish between the emo-
tions: as referring to the local life of the body: hunger, pleas-
ure, excitement, fatigue, responses to challenge and change,
and feelings: indications of the quality and value of our rela-
tions with others.

While most of what we feel arises from the frustrations
and delights of present day existence, some of our emotional-
ity inevitably includes relics from the task of becoming a
person. When we encounter threat, pleasure, or pain in the
present, old feelings of distress, coupled with patterns of sur-
vival strategies, may be re-stimulated, triggering self-defen-
sive routines in our behaviour. One of the most important
life tasks we face is distinguishing between these archaic dis-
tress memories and existential—present-time—emotionality.
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Re-stimulation
Re-stimulation is a very helpful notion that accounts for a lot
of what we are likely to call ‘bad experiences’, with ‘people
we can’t bear to be with’, ‘can’t bear to be without’, or rows
and disagreements over trivialities. So far as the scale of these
emotional reactions is way out of proportion to the event that
triggered it and/or is still rumbling and pre-occupying us the
next day or even the day after, then re-stimulation may be
suspected. (Of course there are events such as direct physical
attack or threat, abuse, harassment, theft, injury, or damage
and loss that generate sizeable emotional reactions in us that
may not involve re-stimulation).

Events in the present that echo a painful earlier experi-
ence re-stimulate the old distress recorded in the bodymind
and the corresponding survival strategy. If, for example, we
experience a painful separation from a parent as a young child
and respond by forgetting the pain, then in adult life, parting
from someone close to us is likely to re-activate the forgotten
memory, so that the adult separation may become an emo-
tional struggle. The bigger the array of early painful memo-
ries, the greater will be the number of events in the present
that are likely to trigger them. Not surprisingly, we all tend to
go to some trouble to avoid potentially re-stimulating events
and present day life can become seriously warped due to this.

A second thing to know about re-stimulation and why it
can often be very alarming, as in the folk theory of ‘nervous
breakdown’, is that when the early distressed bodymind is
activated we may regress to feeling and behaving as though
we were actually of the age at which we were traumatized.
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Thus it can be helpful to keep in mind that from time to
time feeling helpless, vulnerable, hurt, or simply ‘little’ may
be due to echoes or resonance between present time people
or places and our early history.

Re-stimulation and its origins in distressed, distorted
and omitted learning are two of the most important
notions in The Mind Gymnasium. If you find them a little
difficult to grasp, take a look at the next sequence of
screens which outline re-stimulation in more detail.

THE DAILY STAR 19.02.1996



Childhood vulnerability
When our childhood needs are not adequately met, and
especially if we are traumatized due to abuse, injury, or loss,
our bodymind responds emotionally to the pain, disappoint-
ment, guilt, anxiety, hurt, or frustration by storing these reac-
tions as bodymind memories.To cope with these life events,
especially if they pose a severe threat to our well-being (or we
believe they do) we will be likely to do whatever it takes to
survive what is happening—to protect ourselves—to reach
some internal place of safety if no other is available. These
survival decisions, protective patterns of behaviour, tend to
be stored along with the bodymind trauma memories.

The emphasis on deficit and trauma here should not blind
us to the parallel phenomena—that the recurring delights,
pleasures and comfort of secure attachment, due to our needs
as children being met well enough, also lays down body
memories, the consequences of which are likely to be confi-
dence, creativity, resilience, and resourcefulness.

Since this sequence of bodymind learning is likely to be
unfamiliar, in the series of screens that follows I have separat-
ed out the steps. They come in two parts:

how unmet childhood needs become bodymind
memories.

re-stimulation of these bodymind-memories
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How unmet childhood needs become bodymind memories

a 
challenge, threat 

or insult to the
bodymind...

click on purple text to
animate the sequence
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How unmet childhood needs become bodymind memories

a 
challenge, threat 

or insult to the
bodymind...

is memorized...
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How unmet childhood needs become bodymind memories

as an emotionally
charged distress-

recording

a 
challenge, threat 

or insult to the
bodymind...

is memorized...
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How unmet childhood needs become bodymind memories

as an emotionally
charged distress-

recording

a 
challenge, threat 

or insult to the
bodymind...

is memorized...

a survival decision
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shapes behaviour

How unmet childhood needs become bodymind memories

as an emotionally
charged distress-

recording

a 
challenge, threat 

or insult to the
bodymind...

is memorized...

a survival decision
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How unmet childhood needs become bodymind memories

as an emotionally
charged distress-

recording

a 
challenge, threat 

or insult to the
bodymind...

is memorized...

the survival decision is memorized...

shapes behaviour
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as an emotionally
charged distress-

recording

a 
challenge, threat 

or insult to the
bodymind...

in the body-mind

is memorized...

the survival decision is memorized...

How unmet childhood needs become bodymind memories

repeat 

shapes behaviour
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Re-stimulation of bodymind memories 
As an adult, when an event occurs which reminds us of earli-
er difficulties, it is likely to evoke, or re-stimulate, the original
feelings of distress that are stored in the bodymind. We may
then have a choice. If we notice what is happening, though
often we won’t, we can try to reject the influence of the ear-
lier survival decision and respond appropriately, or more
commonly, we can allow the earlier survival decision to recur
automatically, triggering behaviour in the present that is like-
ly to be ill-fitting, or inappropriate.
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a present-
time event that

resembles an early
challenge, threat, or

insult...

Re-stimulation of bodymind memories

click on purple text to
animate the sequence
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a present-
time event that

resembles an early
challenge, threat, or

insult...

triggers...

Re-stimulation of bodymind memories
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emotionally charged
distress recording

a present-
time event that

resembles an early
challenge, threat, or

insult...

triggers...

Re-stimulation of bodymind memories
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Is a distinction made
between present-time

event and painful memory?

emotionally charged
distress recording

a present-
time event that

resembles an early
challenge, threat, or

insult...

triggers...

Re-stimulation of bodymind memories
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emotionally charged
distress recording

a present-
time event that
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challenge, threat, or
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a rational survival 
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Is a distinction made
between present-time

event and painful memory?
NO

YES

emotionally charged
distress recording

a present-
time event that

resembles an early
challenge, threat, or

insult...

triggers...

Re-stimulation of bodymind memories
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triggers realistic
behaviour

a rational survival 
decision...

Is a distinction made
between present-time

event and painful memory?
NO

YES

emotionally charged
distress recording

a present-
time event that

resembles an early
challenge, threat, or

insult...

triggers...

Re-stimulation of bodymind memories

repeat 
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Is a distinction made
between present-time

event and painful memory?
NO

YES

a distress-related
survival decision

emotionally charged
distress recording

a present-
time event that

resembles an early
challenge, threat, or

insult...

triggers...

Re-stimulation of bodymind memories
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Is a distinction made
between present-time

event and painful memory?

YES

a distress-related
survival decision

emotionally charged
distress recording

triggers regressive 
behaviour

a present-
time event that

resembles an early
challenge, threat, or

insult...

triggers...

Re-stimulation of bodymind memories

repeat: unmet childhood needs 
become bodymind memories.
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day, or we can tell her that we are irritated that she arrived
without phoning first, thus unhelpfully adding to her distress.

Taking responsibility for our emotionality requires that
when something happens to which we have a strong emo-
tional reaction we acknowledge the emotionality, pause, draw
breath, perhaps say something about how we are feeling—
embarrassed, pleased, or hurt—then try to choose what to do
or say next.

What about the people reading this who don’t appear to
have emotional reactions to events? To a considerable extent
this is the cultural norm—to contain feelings and not show
them, to hide weakness or vulnerability.And yet emotionality is
a feature of being human, a feature of having a body.

Emotionality tells us what matters. Restricted access to it
may mean not knowing what matters to you, not knowing
the value of events, and if you don’t let other people know
what you feel, they may have an inaccurate grasp of your
preferences and boundaries. So—to modify the heading of
this screen—we also have a responsibility to do something
about our emotionality.
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We are not responsible for our emotionality
The re-stimulation animation on the previous screens and
the other sections in The Mind Gymnasium about emotional-
ity and its roots in the body mind, Heron, Damasio,
Lakoff and Johnson, and Becoming a person, strongly
support the notion that we have little or no influence over
our emotionality (though the development of emotional
competence or emotional intelligence does help). Our
bodies have emotion structured into them at all levels from
the cellular up. Whenever we encounter a painful threat or a
pleasurable challenge, our bodymind absorbs the information
and responds autonomously. Someone close to us is hurt—we
feel a lump in the throat, tears.A baby is born—our eyes glow,
we smile.

We are responsible for what we do 
about our emotionality
While we are not responsible for our basic emotionality we
may of course put ourselves at risk of triggering emotionality
through careless or imprudent life choices.

Secondly, unless the emotionality is extreme and we feel
flooded by the autonomous bodymind responses—we are
likely to have some choice about how to act on them.A friend
arrives unexpectedly and is clearly upset. We have urgent
work to finish and feel irritated and anxious about the neg-
lected work and sad about the friend’s predicament. We are
not responsible for this emotionality. It happens. But we have
a choice, we can pause, draw breath.We can act from the sad-
ness, set aside our irritation and help our friend, we can tell her
we are too busy right now but will make contact later in the

more
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SELF-DEFENCE

Caption
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How do we make the world? We construct it out of our
own experience, in the light of our personal history. The
whole style of our behaviour—our reactions, our inclinations,
and many of our disabilities—is shaped by how we learned to
survive when we were babies and young children, and later
how we learned to survive the process of socialization. This
history lives on in us always, but if we get to know, and even
make friends with it, we can move towards living with our
history rather being largely run by it.
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The need for self-defence
As a foetus, a baby, and later as a child, growth pushes our
development from within. There is a tension between our
inner needs and the outer world, and we learn to accumulate
strategies for coping with the times when our needs are not
met. If our needs are met in a timely and sensitive way, then
we are likely to remain open and welcoming to the expanding
universe of mother and family and may we learn to feel good.
But if a number of our fundamental needs remained unmet,
then a great deal of our adult energy is likely to goes into 
survival strategies that take away the pain of ‘feeling bad’.
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Our inner safety net
The self-assessment section of The Mind Gymnasium
devotes many screen to the strategies though which we sur-
vive and accommodate the stresses and challenges of grow-
ing up. In this section we shift the metaphor a little, from
survival to defence, how we defended ourselves then, and
how these defensive styles may be intruding unhelpfully into
our present lives.

From our very earliest days, when something difficult hap-
pens, the bodymind takes the lead in deciding how we can
best get over it, forget it, put it behind us, or switch off. It has
a prodigious capacity for fielding physical and psychic pain,
closing the gates on experience that may over ask our ability
to cope. And the strategies that work well, that successfully
shut out the pain, it uses over and over again. From the very
beginning, through life in the womb, birth, infancy, childhood,
adolescence, and throughout our adult lives, the bodymind is
making sense of what happens to us, silencing the painful, neg-
ative, or unacceptable aspects of life, devising logical explana-
tions for events and feelings, and generating behaviour that
enables us to get by in the world as it presents itself.
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Disowned experience
Experiences that we like and that we regard as acceptable to
others, we admit into our consciousness. Those that hurt or
worry us, the bodymind disowns or censors and, along with a
huge amount that is just mundane, they slip into uncon-
sciousness. But they remain stored in the non-verbal areas of
our minds. And because they are non-verbal, we may experi-
ence them, intermittently, as feelings, sensations, physical
pain, discomfort, or restlessness. Though these disowned
experiences often show up as agitated thinking, anxietizing,
paranoia, and in dreaming, they have no verbal language.
Their language is insidious—driving, compelling, inhibiting,
and distorting our behaviour, and influencing our tone of
voice, body language, posture, self-esteem, attitudes, and
beliefs—even our choice of partner. (For examples of many of
the most pervasive and deeply affecting experiences that we
might have learned to ‘forget’, see Life events).
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Recognizing our hurts
The intensity and depth of past hurt can vary enormously. It’s
easy to imagine the pain that is being kept quiet in the mind
of a child growing up in Iraq, Northern Ireland or Palestine in
the late 20th century, or in Vietnam in the 1960s or 1970s.
The behaviour arising from more civilized deprivations may
be more difficult to identify. For most of us, our painful past
history is made up of foetal distress, birth events, and a vari-
ety of hurts entailed by the process of growing up.

If you doubt whether your past distorts your present-day
behaviour, then consider the times when you over-reacted
and felt very over-emotional about an apparently minor
event, or when you under-reacted and went blank when
something very important happened. This is how the early
hurt takes over. If you have no sense of this pain at all, but you
do suffer a lot, or a little, from, lethargy, boredom, confusion,
or inertia it may be that you are investing a lot of energy in
keeping it locked up. It costs energy to keep hurt quiet.

Painful or difficult experiences early in life may also be
perpetuated in the body as psychosomatic ailments, and these
distress signals recorded in the bodymind can distort the
health of the respiratory, digestive, nervous, endocrine, or cir-
culatory systems, and even the limbs, muscles, brain, skin, or
eyes. Asthma, diarrhea, indigestion, colitis, muscular tension,
and eczema appear to be common examples. Additionally,
defending against overwhelming early pain may seriously dis-
tort the personality, leading to self-harm, self-absorption,
withdrawal, avoidance of intimacy, or close relationships,
inability to express feelings, or a persistent sense of worthless-
ness, guilt, or unreality.
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Social defences
Our personal defence systems interlock with powerful social
pressures which stop us from expressing the extremes of pos-
itive and negative feelings. Laws against incest, rape, murder,
theft, extortion, damage to property, and betraying state
secrets serve to back up personal defences. They also provide
a safety net for groups and crowds where personal defences
easily evaporate. If the defences of one or two people collapse,
a domino effect can immediately demolish the defences of
those around them. People who are usually very securely con-
tained can become frightened, or hostile in a crowd, rapidly
regressing to infantile behaviour.
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Self-defence—the silver lining
Although at first sight it may seem otherwise, all this is good
news. How? Because you are here, you survived. At every
point where you needed a safety net you were able to devise
one. However, all defensive styles are potentially damaging
and many of them lead to personalities that are overly rigid,
compulsive, or dependent. But the impetus to resolve our
inner struggles can nevertheless be a constant spur to cre-
ativity, when it compels us to try to find ways to express the
experience of living with our pain and the pockets of delight
that may be bottled up with it. Much, if not all, of the great-
est music, singing, stories, acting, art, and poetry appeals to us
because it echoes our own inner struggles and the possibili-
ty of release from them.
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The dragon in the cellar
The image of the dragon, the demon, or the devil, in religion,
myths and fairy stories (see the images on the next screen)
has long, if perhaps unwittingly, symbolized the pain of birth
and hurtful childhood experiences. A more modern version
sees the psyche or individual identity as a house that may
have a dragon walled up in the cellar. The dragon embodies
our accumulated pain, while the cellar walls represent the
bodily defence strategies that allow us to forget the pain that
was too overwhelming to be accepted. During periods of
stress, burnout, or overwork, the walls of the cellar can weak-
en, allowing part or all of the dragon to get out.
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The dragon paradox
The dragon of ‘unfinished business’ from childhood, is usu-
ally well walled up in the basement of our minds. But when
we’re under pressure, the dragon may begin to break out,
or the walls may weaken, allowing the earlier hurt to spill
over into the present. If and when this happens, what we
do and say is likely to strike others as a massive over-reac-
tion. The energy we spend on rebuilding and maintaining
the cellar walls may leave us feeling lethargic, depressed,
bored, or blocked.

The dragon can take many forms.When it starts to join in
a row or dispute, it can seem huge, ferocious and terrifying,
poisonously vicious, smilingly obsequious, or frustratingly
compliant. But if we can make friends with it, we may find it
is sad, fearful, and far more terrified than terrifying. And par-
adoxically it is very likely to be guarding a hidden treasure
(right). Bodymind defences are very undiscriminating, the
necessary protection they provide also tends to wall up qual-
ities such as sweetness, delight, zest, and spontaneity, along
with the intolerable hurts.
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Diverting bodymind pain
There are five distinct strategies which we use in adult life to
shield ourselves from the memory of past pain, five ways of
‘making the best of a bad job’. Of them all, projection is per-
haps the most widespread, but it is not unusual to resort to a
mix of several or even all of these defence strategies.

The images presented here are intended to be aids to per-
sonal exploration, not facts. Finally I include a short anecdote
that weaves together several of the defensive manoeuvres we
deploy to shield ourselves

Projection
Introjection
Idealization
Denial
Displacement
Splitting and forgetting
Life is how we make it
Seeing is believing
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Projection
When we find in another person, an institution, or an object
some echo of a part of ourselves that we lack, hate, or refuse
to accept, we can escape the inner discomfort by attaching
our disowned faults or qualities to them. We may then con-
vince ourselves that they don’t belong to us.

If we feel bad, we may believe other people are bad; if we
lack good feelings, we may think others are wonderful.

Another familiar form of projection is scapegoating—
where one member of a family or one particular group
becomes the dump for the personal hostility and hate of
the rest.

In Europe, several generations of ‘spiritual leaders’ pro-
jected their personal history on to millions of innocent vic-
tims through witch hunts and the Inquisition. Other exam-
ples of scapegoating include Joseph McCarthy and his ‘reds
under the bed’, and Adolph Hitler and the Nazis against the
Jews. In the ‘heroic’ counterpart of such projection, a group
elects a charismatic leader, guru, or chosen one who is con-
sidered infallible, even when leading the group to disaster, as
in the mass suicide in the 1970s at Jonesville.

Christianity and other heritage religions can be regarded
as massive screens on to which we may project our dreams,
anxieties and unresolved tensions.
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Religion is
the frozen
thought of
men out
of which
they build
temples.

KHRISHNAMURTI
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Oops... supervisor sighted...

... too late for retreat

... look relaxed
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John I need to speak to you ...

more
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It never seems to matter what I
do, it’s never good enough...

... why doesn’t she pick on some-
one else for a change?

more
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...your report was late, it was
inaccurate, it was misspelled
and page 8 was missing

more
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Sorry Mrs James
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... sorry isn’t good enough John,

... pull yourself together or
you’re out the door

more
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It’s not fair... you are always pick-
ing on me... why don’t you have
a go at some of the others..?

more
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... nobody is picking on you John...

... you just don’t deliver...

I’m starting to go blank...

more

A painful body memory due to
being persistently humiliated by
a teacher at school begins to be
activated.
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... you have lots of talent but 
where do you keep it? 

this is horrible...

my heart is beating real fast
and my mouth is dry as a bone

Painful body memory of humilia-
tion at school is ‘projected’ onto
the supervisor.
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... your work is poor

... your attitude is poor...
Why me? Why is it me all the time? 
... I don’t have to take this from you

John’s supervisor appears to
become the damaging teacher
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This woman is impossible...

I can’t cope with her...

... how many times have I to tell you?

... this is a ‘right first time’ company

... frankly your chances of being
here next month are also poor

more
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Idealization
Not all projection is as demonic in its intensity as in the
example on the previous screens: projection can also take the
form of idealization where the body memories of a profound
lack whether of love, or success, or acceptance, or wealth, are
projected on to some ideal person or image that appears to
have the quality we lack, or who exemplifies that which we
most deeply desire. Saints, ‘stars’, and heroic figures, through
mythic reputation more than the physical person, attract this
kind of idealization to them, and not infrequently it proves to
be a considerable burden.

Two images from the Christian church (opposite and on
the next screen) point to the profound yearning that both
creates and supports idealization.
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Introjection
When someone important to us voices opinions, judgements,
or criticism, we may introject them, embrace them as our
own, and accept their projections on to us as true. So if we
have a father who repeatedly tells us that ‘we are stupid’, or
a Father who tells us we are sinful, we may introject this view
and come to believe it.

Or if, following a painful experience of life in the womb
and at birth, we find being a baby difficult, we may become
convinced that we are ‘no good’, because we make our moth-
er cross. If, in turn, she is afraid of her hostility and persistently
‘smoothes over’ the difficulties between us, perhaps through
flattery, we may introject this and come to believe that we are
‘good’, ‘brilliant’, or ‘intelligent’. In later life, we may find it
difficult to live up to this idealized image.
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I feel ashamed to have you as a
brother...
Anne’s a good wife—why don’t you
stop bullying her?
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All couples have rows from
time to time... ours are no worse
than anybody elses.
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... yes but you are a lot bigger and
louder than her...

I wonder what Anne’s been saying...

... I didn’t feel all that happy about
what I said to her on Friday
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... it’s all very well for you

... you live by yourself you
don’t have anybody to
argue with 

more
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I feel embarrassed...
I do get very angry sometimes.
Maybe my sister is right...
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So far as John embrace his sister’s
opinion he installs (introjects) the
belief that he is a bully.

This may or may not correspond to
how he does behave.

... I am a bully...
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Denial
When feelings from the past or in the present are too painful
or unacceptable, we may block them out and deny them. If,
for example, our fundamental capacity for fun, creativity,
humour, or anger appears to be unacceptable to the people
around us, we may deny it. If a situation is too difficult, we
may forget it, cut it out or switch off, or conceal our pain
behind a façade of cheerfulness. With denial, our public face
belies our private thoughts.
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...wonderful... get up... open the
post... find the company you work
for is bankrupt...
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...even more wonderful...
due to suspected fraud... pension rights are
‘damaged’
...unpaid back salary... unsecured creditor...
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... this is too much 

I knew they were up to something

it makes me so angry... I could kill the bastards 
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...I’m not going to let it get to me.

After all... if you smile, the whole world
smiles with you...
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Displacement
If we fail to ‘own’ emotional reactions as belonging to us, we
may displace them on to the environment or on to other peo-
ple, by ‘taking it out on them’.Alternatively, our unacceptable
feelings may lead us to insist that people are ‘out to get us’; or
we may displace our distress through abuse, swearing, or vio-
lence to other people or, if we feel lonely, through ‘stalking’
or harassing other people.
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Hmm. here comes John, I wonder
what he wants

Sometimes I’d like to wipe the
smile off his face.
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I need to get away early this
evening
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I’m in no mood for jokes today

more
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it isn’t a joke
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what do you think this is?
A holiday camp?

more
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you’ll stay until we’re finished

do you hear...?
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Splitting and forgetting
When an experience is so hurtful that it drives the emergency
reactions of increased heart rate and temperature to life-
threatening levels, we may survive it through splitting it off
from consciousness—forgetting it. The split-off experience
may be kept at bay by physical ‘armouring’—layers of muscle
and tissue more or less permanently in tension. We become
tight-lipped, thick set and overweight, or barrel-chested. The
forgotten feelings may remain out of mind, if not out of sight,
for a lifetime, but they can predispose us toward psychosomat-
ic ailments and to using the intellect as a way of walling off old
feelings. At times of extreme stress, fatigue, or ill-health, these
feelings may break through into consciousness.
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When Chris was a small child a
fire like this flared up...
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...Chris only narrowly survived
the resulting injury.
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His body dealt with the pain by splitting
off the experience from consciousness
and building body armour to protect
him from the memory
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Present time experiences...
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... that echo Chris’s split-off memories...
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... are often inexplicably intolerable.
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Responsibility, compassion and oppression
Once we realize that we can attribute a proportion of our
present behaviour to defensive strategies such as those on
the previous screens, it can be tempting to use this as an
excuse to evade responsibility—to embrace victimhood—
another defence strategy. Just because we have exaggerated or
warped reactions deriving from our personal history, that
does not mean we are absolved from taking responsibility for
what we do about them. Taking responsibility means moving
to constructive rather than defensive strategies.

Compassion for ourselves is nonetheless important. If as an
adult we feel unhappy about our semi-automatic behaviour, it’s
important to accept that our original survival decision was hon-
ourable and necessary. If now and again, we or others, behave
in bizarre or inappropriate ways—an acute defensive reac-
tion—this may look ‘crazy’ because we only see the present
event and the out of proportion emotional reaction.What we
don’t see is the past hurt, or the context in which the need to
defend originally made sense.

It is also essential to appreciate that, while our history of
being persecuted, harassed, maligned and bullied means we are
likely to relate defensively to others, there are also people who,
because of their history, in turn run chronic patterns of defen-
siveness, perhaps seeking to bully, injure, undermine or worship
us. When such behaviour comes towards us, and resistance or
appeasement are hard to avoid, the value of having an accurate
idea of what belongs to us and what belongs to people oppress-
ing us really matters.

Some level of distress due to the socialization process seems
unavoidable. Happily, one of the greatest developments of the
20th century has been the continuing emergence of ways in
which bodymind damage due to past hurt can be surfaced
and dealt with. Growing more aware of the distorted percep-
tions, attitudes and behaviour that we and others constantly
enact to keep our personal history quiet is the first step to
freeing ourselves from them.
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Life is how we make it
The examples in this section have been intended to give the
flavour of how, as the bodymind continuously creates the
world we inhabit, this is distorted or skewed by recycled frag-
ments of feeling, emotion, memory, and experience from our
personal history. Projection and its related variants resemble a
pair of spectacles whose lenses show us what we want to see,
as much as, and sometimes more than, what is there to be seen.

Of the array of defensive strategies it is worth noting that
projection is fundamental to human perception, it is not
something that we can turn off, not a fault to be corrected.
Becoming aware of it and the origins of our problematic pref-
erences, prejudices and aversions is a life task, never to be
completed, always a work in progress.

The previous examples are intended as pointers, aids in the
unravelling of this inescapable bias. The better to convey the
richness and diversity of our projective life, I conclude this sec-
tion with a short anecdote.
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Seeing is believing
I live on the River Thames and one day I heard a tremendous commo-
tion outside—loud caterwauling from the river bank—and loud
quacking and bird wings beating on the roof above me.

When I went out there was a momentarily still tableau, two cats
wailing but poised motionless on the river bank and two ducks equal-
ly still on the roof. All were looking toward the riverbed from where
loud, chaotic desperate fluttering of wings and urgent high-pitched
quacking was coming.

Based on this evidence my mind was made up (or—the point I want
to make—reality was made up). Cats attack duck. Duck is injured and
escapes to the river. Duck colleagues show up in support. Cats stay
around in case there is a second chance.

When I leaned out to see where the sound was coming from, I
immediately saw the injured duck flapping and struggling in several
inches of mud (the tide being out at this time).

But then the scene transformed, the duck: liberally covered in mud,
was a female, close by there was male looking the other way, as if
none of this was anything to do with him.

As I and the river inhabitants looked on, the female extracted herself
from the mud and for a moment stood a little uncertainly, then wad-
dled forward to join the male duck, shaking her tail feathers vigorous-
ly from side to side. Together they fled to the waters edge and the
tableau dispersed.

Duck sex.
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	SeeAlsoOriginal: 
	KHShiftingSpotlight: The fixity of reality is a necessary illusion that enables us to get through the day. However the the mind's contribution to this reality is more akin to a shifting tide of attention and consciousness that ebbs and flows, revealing, as in this and the next image, glimpses of other aspects of reality that for the moment are out of awareness.
	buttonKHShiftingSpotlight: 
	KHKHPaying Attention: We learn to pay attention  through playing as a child.   Through play we learn to negotiate betwen the inner world of our likes and dislikes and the outer realities as in this picture, of wet sand. Is the bucket of too full, or too heavy, or no any longer of interest?
	buttonKHKHPaying Attention: 
	GoingIntoMind: Exploring our minds is often framed as following a path that takes us into ourselves.   On this inner journey we may, as in life, meet strange and unexpected inhabitants, have puzzling encounters, discover unexpected delights, and face implacable obstacles.   And return, as from other travels, more settled into ourselves.
	buttonGoingIntoMind: 
	GoIntoMindBlank: 
	buttonx: 
	buttonKHKFeelingsRPhysical: 
	KHKFeelingsRPhysical: What we feel about being photographed... what we feel about having a brother hanging around our neck... are bodily matters.   Feelings arise where the outer world intersects with the inner emotional world of the body.
	GazzaPic: This photomontage of British footballer Paul Gascoigne accompanied news of the birth of their first child.   In the win-lose culture of soccer, Gascoigne's often public emotionality led to him being labelled inadequate or weak, a macho failure.   More likely this emotionality, graphically represented here, is an indicator of the involuntary re-stimulation of early life difficulties that all of us are likely to have in some form.   An occasion for compassion and generosity rather than criticism.
	buttonGazzaPic: 
	buttonKHSelfDefenceHed: 
	KHSelfDefenceHed: We are all entitled to do whatever it takes to survive damaging or threatening events.   However, surviving adversity by forgetting, pretending it wasn't so, stores away knots of psychic pain that give daily life an undercurrent of anxiety and dread.   Historically, as this Berlin bronze suggests, this emotional luggage has been been seen as a dragon or monster to be crushed by force of will, faith or chastity.   Other options are now available
	buttonKHDragonImages: 
	KHDragonImages: Dragon-like beings, especially the recently re-created dinosaurs, continue to be icons for all that is wild, dangerous, evil and threatening.   Such imagery, whether in Victorian Sunday school booklets (left), brewery emblems (far left), or internet advertising (above) continues to appeal because it echoes the wildness and danger of our own unexplored interior worlds.
	buttonKHDefencesVirginM: 
	KHDefencesVirginM: Christianity often seems to provide an idealised focus for both hubris and servility.   The Christ child in this Della Robbia ceramic holds a scroll that reads  'I am the light of the world'.  The Virgin also has a message, a line from the Magnificat 'For the Lord has been mindful of the humble state of his servant'.   The museum caption adds that... 'the Virgin embraces her duty with devotion and humility... her beautiful veiled face concentrates on her humble duty'.
	buttonKHDefencesJohnBaptist: 
	KHDefencesJohnBaptist: The more love and care is something we lack, or find difficult to express,  the more potent an idealised figure such as a Good Shepherd who loves us and gathers into His Flock and keeps us safe, is likely to become.As this Florentine sculpture and innumerable other images demonstrate, the Christian church provides a rich screen for such idealisation.
	priority: Off
	CanaryText: Imprisonment, whether behind bars, like these canaries for sale at a French market, or incarceration in jail, laboratories, mental hospitals, or 'secure accommodation for young offenders', is a hallmark of cultures of domination.


